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Why become a Publisher?

- Provide services that scholars understand, need and value
- Incentivize Open Access
- Transform the subscription pricing system that punishes libraries and scholars
- Deepen our understanding of scholarly communications issues
Strategic Goal
Innovation in Scholarly Communication

- Support researchers in
  - efficient knowledge production
  - rapid dissemination of new research
  - open access to scholarly information

- Build collaborative partnerships around the world

- Improve the production and sharing of scholarly research

- Support innovative publishing services

- Establish trusted repositories for the research output of the University
Collaboration with University of Pittsburgh Press

- **Press Digital Editions**
  - collaborative project between Press and Library
  - 750 books digitized by ULS
  - includes both in-print and out-of-print titles
  - all are Open Access
  - increased sales for some titles
Synergies with University of Pittsburgh Press

- Press is named as cosponsor for all refereed journals published by ULS
- Press Director serves on ULS Publications Advisory Board
- Press relocated to same building as ULS Office Of Scholarly Communication and Publishing
Partnership helps with new acquisitions

- Joining forces means more to offer to potential partners

- **Library strengths:**
  - Online journal publishing
  - Technology infrastructure
  - Experience with digitization

- **Press strengths:**
  - Book publishing
  - Rich editorial expertise
  - Established reputation
Open Access
Author Self-archiving Repositories

- 2001  PhilSci Archive
- 2001  Electronic Theses & Dissertations
- 2002  Archive of European Integration
- 2003  Minority Health Archive
- 2003  Aphasiology Archive
- 2009  D-Scholarship@Pitt (general Institutional Repository)
- 2010  Industry Studies Working Papers
- 2012  Archive for Essential Limb Care
Documents in repositories and journals

Growth in number of titles published

- Subject based archives and repositories
- e-journals
ULS E-Journal Publishing
http://www.library.pitt.edu/e-journals

- Rapid growth to 35 journals since 2007
- Peer-reviewed scholarly research journals
- Most are Open Access and electronic-only
- Based on PKP Open Journal Systems (OJS)
- Editorial teams are located around the world
- Six journals have multilingual content
Journal publishing goals

▪ Propel scholarship at the University of Pittsburgh
▪ Extend service beyond the home institution
▪ Save ‘at-risk’ journals without the infrastructure or know-how to go electronic
▪ Incentivize Open Access Publishing worldwide
Journal Publishing Strategies

- Maintain quality and academic integrity
- Choose partners carefully
- Rely on self-sufficient editors
- Work smart, not hard
- Keep costs low
Selection Criteria

- Original scholarly content
- Rigorous blind review process
- Commitment to Open Access for content
- Editorial Board of internationally recognized scholars
Publications Advisory Board

- Includes leaders in scholarly publishing and Open Access issues
- Provides strategic guidance and expertise for ULS digital publishing program
- Assists in development of publication policies governing:
  - Selection and evaluation criteria for partners
  - Open Access and Creative Commons licensing
  - Cost recovery mechanisms
Journal Publishing Services:

- Hardware and software hosting services
- Advice on best practices in e-publishing
- Consultation on editorial workflow management
- Web-based training for editorial staff
- Graphic design services
- ISSN Registration
- Assignment of DOIs (Digital Object Identifiers)
- Registration with Abstracting & Indexing services
- Digital preservation through LOCKSS
Excellence in Higher Education (EHE) is a sustainable research initiative established with the generous support of the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) as part of its Decentralized Basic Education 2 Project in Indonesia. EHE is the first English language academic journal in the field of higher education in Indonesia and is sponsored by the Consortium of Indonesian Universities–Pittsburgh (KPTIP: Konsorsium Perguruan Tinggi Indonesia–Pittsburgh). The journal is a product of the Consortium’s continued commitment to the quality and innovation of Indonesian education. To this end the Consortium works to create sustainable national, regional, and global partnerships to meet national education reform mandates. EHE is published by the University Library System, University of Pittsburgh.

EHE encourages diverse points of view with international perspectives, creating a forum for the sharing of research on issues pertaining to higher education. The goal of EHE is to enable readers around the world to explore Indonesian and global higher education traditions and contemporary patterns in a global context, thereby promoting mutual dialogue and enriching the theory, policy, and practice of higher education.

Frequency: 2 issues per year  
ISSN: 2153-9669 (print version)  
ISSN: 2153-9677 (electronic version)
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Journal of French and Francophone Philosophy

*Journal of French and Francophone Philosophy* is an electronic, open access, peer-reviewed academic journal devoted to the study of French and Francophone thought. Though rooted in the discipline of philosophy, the journal invites interdisciplinary extensions and explorations in a theoretical register. We accept and publish manuscripts written in either French or English.

Mission Statement

Our mission as a journal is straightforward. We are dedicated to publishing essays on philosophy and related theoretical endeavors in both French and English. We are committed to thinking broadly about philosophical inquiry in terms of the geography and historical period of the French language, and we welcome work engaged with the Francophone intellectual world in an interdisciplinary context. To this end, the journal is interested in publishing essays on prominent as well as lesser-known figures in French and Francophone philosophy.

Founded in 1989 by Colette Michael as the *Bulletin de la Société Américaine de Philosophie de Langue Française* and published as *Journal of French Philosophy*, the journal is now published under the auspices of University of Pittsburgh in electronic and print format. The *Journal of French and Francophone Philosophy* maintains a strong connection to The Société Américaine de Philosophie de Langue Française.
The International Journal of Telerehabilitation (IJT) is a biannual journal dedicated to advancing telerehabilitation by disseminating information about current research and practices.
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Tabla De Contenidos

BIBLIO es una revista electrónica especializada en bibliotecología y ciencias de la información, publica artículos de investigación y artículos de análisis. Esta es una publicación arbitrada, editada trimestralmente con el apoyo voluntario de profesionales de la información a nivel internacional. Todos sus contenidos son de libre acceso.

BIBLIO y sus artículos están indexados, depositados y registrados en diversas fuentes, repositorios y bases de datos con el propósito de promocionar y dar una mayor visibilidad a sus contenidos:
LATINDEX, WEBQUALIS, E-LIS, DIALNET, REDALYC, SCIELO PERÚ, E-REVISTAS, OAISTER, SCIENTIFIC COMMONS, entre otros.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 3.0 United States License.

This journal is published by the University Library System, University of Pittsburgh as part of its D-Scribe Digital Publishing Program and is cosponsored by the University of Pittsburgh Press.
“Time travels in divers paces with divers persons.”

-William Shakespeare

Contemporaneity
Historical Presence in Visual Culture

Contemporaneity: Historical Presence in Visual Culture aims to explore how the complexities of being in time find visual form. Crucial to this undertaking is accounting for how, from prehistory to the present, cultures around the world conceive of and construct their present and the concept of presentness visually. Through scholarly writings from a number of academic disciplines in the humanities, together with contributions from artists and filmmakers, Contemporaneity maps the diverse ways in which cultures use visual means to record, define, and interrogate their historical context and presence in time.
Revista Iberoamericana
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Central Asian Journal Of Global Health

Central Asian Journal of Global Health is a biannual journal aimed at everybody working in the fields of public health and medicine. Specifically, it aims to focus on the geographic region that is oftentimes not sufficiently highlighted by existing journals, Central Asian countries. In addition to research in Central Asia, the journal will be opened to submissions from other countries. In addition to the highest-quality reviews and perspectives covering the field of health in Central Asia, each issue will include news stories and investigate hottest topics and new research practices in the field of public health.

Central Asian Journal of Global Health is a fully peer-reviewed online open access journal, edited by the key developers of the Global Health Network SuperCourse project (www.pitt.edu/~super1). It will provide forum for discussion for all aspects of public health, medicine, and global health in Central Asia and around the world. Central Asian Journal of Global Health is dedicated to publishing material of the highest scholarly interest, and to this end we have assembled a distinguished Editorial Advisory board. We welcome contributions from established researchers, especially those working on cutting edge questions, but we are also keen to act as a supportive environment for new investigators and with those who never published in English language journals.

This site is published by the University Library System of the University of Pittsburgh as part of its D-Scribe Digital Publishing Program and is cosponsored by the University of Pittsburgh Press.

ISSN 2166-7403 (Online)
Pittsburgh Papers On The European Union

Pittsburgh Papers on the European Union is a free-standing scholarly papers series promoting investigation of the contemporary and historical dynamics of the European Union from all disciplines. Under the editorship of Professor Alberta Stiriba, Vice-Provost for Graduate Studies at the University of Pittsburgh, this e-journal is devoted to disseminating current research on the European Union, including its domestic, regional, and global contexts, transnational relations among new and long-standing members, accession states, and candidate members of the EU. Contributing authors include scholars and practitioners working in the United States, Europe, and elsewhere and at all career levels. All published submissions have been subject to double blind anonymous review. Papers are published individually, allowing for somewhat longer manuscripts, and are available free of charge through the Open Access e-journal platform. Metadata for the materials published in the Pittsburgh Papers will be available for harvesting by internet search engines, allowing for greater access by researchers worldwide. In addition, subject to permissions, authors are able to include links to documents, documentary collections, videos, or other allowable sources of electronically available information.
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Articles

The Shaping of EU-Mercosur Relations: From Altruism to Pragmatism and Liberalism to Tliberalism

Carolyn Marie Dudek

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-Noncommercial-No Derivative Works 3.0 United States License.

This journal is published by the University Library System, University of Pittsburgh as part of its D-Scribe Digital Publishing Program and is cosponsored by the University of Pittsburgh Press.
Pennsylvania Libraries: Research & Practice

Welcome to Pennsylvania Libraries: Research & Practice (PaLaP), a peer-reviewed, Open Access journal, sponsored by the College and Research Division of the Pennsylvania Library Association (CRD-PaLA).

Pennsylvania Libraries: Research & Practice provides for the sharing of knowledge and experience with library and information professionals across Pennsylvania and beyond. The journal aims to expose readers to the unique and valuable research and initiatives of Pennsylvania’s librarians and libraries, contributions that may not be widely known in the literature or outside the Commonwealth.

Pennsylvania has more institutions of higher education and serves more students than nearly all other states, and many academic libraries exist to serve these institutions. Members of the Pennsylvania Library Association have expressed a need to improve communication among the academic library community within Pennsylvania. This online open access journal will provide librarians, support staff, and graduate students with an additional outlet for disseminating information about the many innovative initiatives in Pennsylvania’s academic libraries.

Submissions are now being accepted for the inaugural issue scheduled for spring 2013.

Please review the Section Policies then visit the Submissions Page to upload your manuscript(s) by January 15, 2013 for priority consideration for the spring issue.

(C) By Pennsylvania Libraries: Research & Practice New articles in this journal are licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License.

This journal is published by the University Library System, University of Pittsburgh as part of its D-Scribe Digital Publishing Program and is cosponsored by the University of Pittsburgh Press.
Innovative open, dual review process

*Dialogic Pedagogy: An International Online Journal*

http://dpj.pitt.edu

- Initial check for scope by Editors
- Submission is posted immediately community forum for public comment
- Traditional 4-week peer review takes place simultaneously with public comment on submissions
- Peer reviewer comments are posted to the public comment forum for additional discussion for 4 weeks
- Final acceptance decision is made by the Editors
- Refereed content is formally published in a separate area.
Sustaining our publishing program

- Since July 1, 2012, we charge fees for services to all new publishing partners
- We incentivize Open Access through subsidies
- We subsidize Pitt publications
- Pitt student publications are still free!
Monographic Publishing

- Based on Open Monograph Press (OMP)
- developed by Public Knowledge Project (PKP)
- Pitt participating in early testing and software development

forthcoming titles:
- Rescher, Nicholas. Leibniz and cryptography: an account on the occasion of the initial exhibition of the reconstruction of Leibniz’s cipher machine
- Russell, Daniel S. The emblem and device in France
Scholarly Exchange™

- [http://www.scholarlyexchange.org](http://www.scholarlyexchange.org)
- Approximately 40 additional Open Access journals
- Acquired by the ULS on August 1, 2012
- Hosting service only
- ULS is NOT the publisher and does not provide publishing services
Leadership in advocacy for OA publishing

- Founding member of Coalition for Library Publishing
- Member of Compact for Open-Access Publishing Equity (COPE)
- Major development partner for Public Knowledge Project (PKP)
- First library publisher in North America to join the Open Access Scholarly Publishers Association (OASPA)
Multiple approaches are needed

- OA journal publishing
- OA Institutional Repository & deposit mandates
- Support for other OA archives & conference hosting
- OA awareness raising
- Subsidy of OA author fees
- Support the development of Open Source publishing software